Timing-error-difference calibration of a two-dimensional array imaging system using the overlapping-subaperture algorithm.
Timing errors in the transmitting and receiving electronic channels of an imaging system can generate different transmission and reception phase-aberration profiles. To decide if these two profiles need to be measured separately, an overlapping-subaperture algorithm has been proposed in a previous paper to measure the difference between timing errors in transmitting and receiving channels connected to each element in a two-dimensional array. This algorithm has been used to calibrate a custom built imaging system with a curved linear two-dimensional array, and the results are presented in this paper. The experimental results have demonstrated that the overlapping-subaperture algorithm is capable of calibrating the timing-error-difference profile of this imaging system with a standard deviation of only a few nanoseconds. Experimental results have also shown that the time-error-difference profile of this imaging system is smaller than one tenth of a wavelength and there is no need to measure the transmission and reception phase-aberration profiles separately. The derived average phase-aberration profile using the near-field signal-redundancy algorithm can be used to correct phase aberrations for both transmission and reception.